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Abstract 
This article describes both macrostructural and microstructural features of a Dictionary of False 
Anglicisms (DFA) in Italian which is already in preparation. Starting from a definition of false angli- 
cisms, the analysis focuses on the lexicographic and corpus-based criteria adopted for their inclusion in 
the dictionary. Particular attention is paid to the audience to which the dictionary is addressed. A prod- 
uct of this kind locates in the lexicographic scenario as a useful reference and pedagogical tool for lin- 
guists, translators, and learners. 

1DFA Users 

The need for a lexicographic reference tool on false anglicisms was mentioned in 1974 
by Chiarioni (1974: 85), who stated that: 'Sarebbe istruttivo [...] un vocabolarietto italiese- 
inglese [...]'.' On the basis of research on the phenomenon of false anglicisms in Italian re- 
cently carried out by Furiassi (2003, 2005, 2006), &Dictionary ofFalseAnglicisms (DFA) is 
now being prepared. 

A dictionary focusing exclusively on such a limited area of Italian lexis will meet the 
scholarly interests of linguists. The DFA will also be useful to Italian speakers, Italian EFL 
learners and teachers, translators, interpreters, professionals, and native speakers of English. 

Italian speakers will benefit from the use of this dictionary in that it will extend the lexi- 
cal knowledge of the linguistic milieu in which they live, clarify this phenomenon of inter- 
ference between Italian and English, and understand the ambiguities created by the use of 
false anglicisms in Italian. In particular, Italian EFL learners and teachers will find the DFA 
particularly helpful in verifying the identity of words which apparently look and sound Eng- 
lish and which may sound awkward or even embarrassing if used in a native English envi- 
ronment. The dictionary also includes English equivalents offalse anglicisms. 

The DFA may also assist translators and interpreters in explaining meaning and uses of 
false anglicisms, especially EnglishAtalian homographs, and help English native speakers 
understand the meaning ofwords 'adopted' from their language and creatively 'adapted' by a 
different language and culture. 

1 Lit. 'A little italiese-inglese dictionary [...] would perhaps be instructive [...]'. 
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2 The linguistic Status of False Anglicisms 

According to Furiassi (2003: 123), '[fjalse anglicisms are either formally or semantically 
different from the original English words from which they are supposed to derive, so that 
both an English native speaker, proficient in Italian, and an Italian native speaker, proficient 
in English, would recognize them in spoken and written registers'. 

There are three fundamental types of false anglicisms which may be classified according 
to the linguistic processes from which they originate: autonomous compounds, compound el- 
lipses, and semantic shifts. Autonomous compounds are non-English compounds with two 
elements that can be found separately in English, whose composite form, however, is a gen- 
uine Italian product. Such compounds are not used in native varieties of English (e.g. record- 
man < record + man). The ellipsis of an English compound can be formally found in English, 
though with a different meaning. After becoming lexical units independent of the English 
compounds from which they derive, such elliptical forms may hinder the full comprehension 
of the word. Even though the ellipsis of compounds is quite a common word-formation 
process in both English and Italian, some compound ellipses of English words are character- 
istic of the Italian language (e.g. basket < basketball). A false anglicism derived from a se- 
mantic shift is a word that may be encountered in English but that takes on a new meaning in 
Italian. The meaning given to such items strikes the ordinary English speaker as counterfeit 
(e.g. mister vs. coach or trainer). 

3 Selection Criteria 

In order to include false anglicisms in the DFA, several lexicographic and corpus-based 
criteria have been devised. The three lexicographic criteria are: A. A false anglicism must not 
be found as an entry or sub-entry in monolingual English dictionaries such as CDAE, LDCE, 
Merriam-Webster, NODE, NSOED, OED, and WNW. B. If an item is found as an entry or 
sub-entry in monolingual English dictionaries, it must have a different meaning in Italian. C. 
In order to qualify as a false anglicism, an item must also be found either in an Italian dictio- 
nary such as Devoto-Oli, DISC, GDU, and Zingarelli or in collections of neologisms and for- 
eign words such as the DEA. 

The three corpus linguistic criteria used to select false anglicisms are: D. A false angli- 
cism should not be encountered in large-scale English corpora such as BNC or BNC Web, 
BoE, ICAME, and ICE. E. If an item is found in English corpora, it must have a different 
meaning in Italian. F. An item must also be found either in Italian newspaper corpora such as 
La Repubblica and HF or in Web resources such as WebCONC, WebCorp, and Word Spy.2 

Whereas parameters A, B, D, and E must all be true at the same time, C and F can be ap- 
plied alternatively, i.e. a false anglicism must be attested somewhere, whether it appears in 

2 Although Sinclair (1991: 18) maintains that '[...] the language of newspapers is just one variety [...] and not a reli- 
able sample of the language [.]', Italian newspaper corpora are felt to be most suitable to study false anglicisms 
since newspaper language is representative of a wide range of registers and is highly receptive and open towards lin- 
guistic creativity in general. 
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dictionaries or corpora.3 Moreover, A and D apply to autonomous compounds which obvi- 
ously do not formally exist in English (e.g. recordman vs. record holder). Finally, B and E 
concern compound ellipses (e.g. water < water closet) and semantic shifts (e.g. box). 

The procedures followed in compiling the DFA word list are manifold and complex. Al- 
though the reliability of the list is based on the selection criteria, the final decision about the 
inclusion or exclusion ofcertain items depends to a certain extent on the lexicographer's in- 
tuition. Finally, since more elaborate computational tools and techniques may be developed, 
updated lexicographic resources may come into the market, and new corpora may be created, 
the number of items included in the final list may vary and/or increase. 

4 The DFA Word List 

In the present state, the DFA contains a word list of 200 entries, listed in Table 1 below. 

ìitlvtnjuiì« man d<iv «Iter lift script tiM!tiitsmn&^ 
lifter (ItKuilwriSa IWity sexy fear 

*flur<Wr iit)iMiH\'fttiri.K l)V(ti|{ «XT party 

••••••' tlŕeíiíl lnsi^eller' sexysliftp 

•• Star* titay hnil: maker skímmi 

iiH(íil<i|>m$ eíOS «.liter |jujMi|iark skin 
!HHllĽÍntVŕlII Bttŕoetty* iiłiiil ä'i Stipar 
iUtt0Rl1lll iMTOŔOÍll !rtaiw4>rk' •|• 

Autogrill* ïiuHmisht* mas-isoKiter* Slow Food*" 
uu[nt;l<!p ísi* ft'«< 11ijrtil4iF *kmfi>4 

tiiifeydolí ••• iijhubiiäkul Miâit ti;tr 
hiihy killer lit dance tniniw>ttoy Smart Shop 

hub}' parking ítt •••• •••* smít« 

••••£ |)Ujiher fHiSiw,                       »••••• Snilifcinfl 
tofwftijnâii Sly «nil J t m ilìMHtOMtery Sóli c0r<S 
bietet •'•• junior 4S?i*kiti *>fuito 

bei>>:h |t>i>il valley nel shop Skwfi White* 
beteh. ta<*k<u f<*>iinrj nfrtfJKrWy* SDeOocùlr** 
bisićli !•••• lbrc"rtR irisi"" .«••••••• 
bcadi volley* (reis climi>«" IK> ••>1»1 Spjdit* 
beauty free shop unte j>j>teii football 
beauiy •• •1) •••: look SX*i 

líŕíiítiv ľ»Mi !'till uplinila I t>;wii Sftòué ätna* 
•••• l»i»ítóss •^•••• Of>iiufiii .mekcr jy!Mter 

bemmida ••••• n}>iiarwl Ste*iy s&tler 
btob rçfn. •• jKnttftVBtg Has> 

bb*k IKHú atom \••• safcfc 
body gài löiiiiii }¡c«Osirtl SIOeMl*ttSt! 

bomber gii) tonti: personal ćiMltj' sop and •«. 

book m j>icl' up sriŕ 
bŕs •)•••! pite ařípfiuiií 
bosej MM.Kffi!  3>li>yom *tti|)Wi;Hijaii 

3 The reason for using corpora in lexicography is clearly stated by Sinclair (2003: 167): '[a] dictionary describes the 
vocabulary of a language or a coherent subset of a language. For each language or subset a set of texts can be assem- 
bled which provide evidence ofthe choices and combinations ofchoices that are made by the users ofthe language. 
Such a set oftexts is calledacorpus [...]'. 
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•:«•• H» jSf* ř>»* {>liu>llt •1••>«•••1• 

titmmuir              ^___ 
•••  
Csteti H*WSI^ 

«"• •••••  •đunl KJ|iLw. 
hif|>pv enti |4>kt!t I ttkjti m 

ttsijjirl lutila di4uiloit pulii 
«!trier tii-liski \x>ny Idel ititi 
LWlil1K hi! jn>wir dr>rtk idU]iis' 
••• Imi dilti }4>VVLr ^ l<K" tl>l)llt(>l)Ull 
dry bike ílUtílílU rntll niici 
Oly Iti uli«. intii¡itnnt l>u|lnwn («ku Kisli«mť* 

•••^•• jrtsUnił ho<>Jt _|ju4 ují IIKIII 

c'Oe&tnl 11r<t<1nl rnirtiv Hihi, uli 
CtìtlipiM nv>Uinl wikt reu T<lm<in !«•«• 

toiie<;p( store intórtiĽi pùbt rCU0nÍ•1ro»ll tup 
•••• JESSŁ«^»•^^,.^-»••». •••••••« topless 

«»li film »oils •«•«• ircnřli 
etesii movie" JurtilxJ ŘňtíultítA31^ under 
cross K-Wíiy* retk>tt volley 
đilBcin^  Htertv' Stwch* vwHer 
iJnrk" Mv ltfe CÍ)Stóí)8t sSTtpl.BÍrľ «•••|" 

Table 1. The DFA Word List 

5 Macrostructure 

Macrostructure has been described by Béjoint (2000: 11,12) as '[...] the result of the se- 
lection of 'words' through the use ofvarious criteria [...]'. According to the principles recog- 
nized by Hartmann (1983: 7), a dictionary offalse anglicisms in Italian may be considered as 
a 'segmental dictionary' since it deals with a 'restricted' area of the lexicon and is the result 
ofa 'deliberate selection' made by the compiler.4 

The DFA is descriptive since it records instances of false anglicisms found in dictionaries 
and in the press without any normative implication.5 The dictionary has a synchronic ap- 
proach in the sense that it does not have explicit etymological aims. However, some informa- 
tion about the origin of false anglicisms and about the formation processes involved in their 
coinage is included.6 

Another essential feature, which is closely related to the audience to which the dictionary 
is addressed, is what Marello (1989: 18) calls 'bidirezionalita', i.e. bidirectionality. The DFA 
will contain information typical of bilingual dictionaries, such as phonetic transcription and 

4 A range of synonyms for 'segmental dictionaries' has been put forward by Svensén (1993: 32), who uses the term 
'restricted dictionary', and also by Landau (1984: 22), who uses the term 'special-purpose dictionary'. As Landau 
(1984: 22-25) argues, '[s]pecia^purpose dictionaries [...] may deal with etymology, pronunciation, spelling, vocab- 
ulary, usage, synonymy, offensive and taboo words, slang, dialect, neologisms, and many other subjects. [...] Col- 
lections of new words (neologisms) vary from flippant newspaper glossaries to extensive dictionaries with illustra- 
tive quotations documenting each new term'. 
5 Landau (1984: 32) maintains that '[a]ll dictionaries based on usage - and all competently done dictionaries must 
be based on usage - are descriptive'. 
6 According to Landau (1984: 101), '[t]he importance ofetymology for historical dictionaries is beyond dispute. 
[...] Synchronic dictionaries, on the other hand, need not deal with etymology at all*. 
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translation. Finally, false anglicisms, at least the majority of them, are authentic Italian cre- 
ations, which prevents lexicographers from classifying a dictionary of this kind as a collec- 
tion offoreign words in the strict sense. 

6 Microstructure 

The DFA microstructure, i.e. the structure ofeach entry, includes 12 features: 1. spelling 
variants; 2. pronunciation in IPA transcription; 3. grammatical information; 4. usage labels 
related to semantic fields, 5. typology; 6. definitions; 7. mediating languages, if any; 8. date 
of first attestation; 9. typical collocations, if any; 10. real examples taken from newspaper 
corpora, if any; 11. English translation equivalents; 12. Italian synonyms, if any. 

Special acronyms, abbreviations, and symbols are used to mark the characteristics of 
each entry feature. Acronyms are excluded from the dictionary, deserving separate treatment 
(e.g. SMS). Although eponyms were originally capitalized, the false anglicisms derived from 
them are listed in small letters, having become generic nouns (e.g. carter). Conversely, false 
anglicisms that the author has reason to believe constitute trademarks have been capitalized 
and identified by the label '®' (e.g. Scotch®)? In addition, false anglicisms which may be 
considered very recent neological formations in English are marked by an asterisk '*' (e.g. 
longseller*). 

A sample entry for the false anglicismyo//y is shown below in Table 2. 

jolty í MpîM E M$œM 0 m EN SP TE CE -pUy jote- a, 
*••••••• dc!le àm partieatari carte da ginco prascnti m ateuu». 
mwâ e a!le- fiali ô ;possiMfc alKiMife m valo.re p&rtIeetae'' 
• % gio&m? ••• b: 'coipo • •••* l.923 fm&m ïïMfy 
c,: ipífôcffli ćapicedi svoige*e ftMiMi divssse-ö • copůtu •• 
••••• secoBäJaťtellei ngccssitfľ .19*9 fimdaj&ifcL '••••••• 
••••••••* sos!ew;!e e allegra clte mUm. íesie á vaÄ 
Sípo' 1.988 •••••• ilpítyifare. Mpifc e. 'tipo particolare di 
•••* Mortintica cl» pwè esswe effœwiWa <•§1••• t! 
sinribote( dfelľasteriseď lWt} •••• jpľíy ex a. Trascorre le 
jpûniatc- a sfeucciuŕé l& itìele o a giocanž a cane, ••• una 
mrnmdim appctl6aiato pilla .spaľlaj, I4u>ceUi> dispettoso ••1 
iaM<a> g\i rubft iijo!fy\ 'LR L9S5 h. QweMa voftapes&> aveva 
pescai«> ilj(>!h, ¡1 •••••• capsce ďi ••• is. #ffWraea. LR 
lM9 Ľ. • j&Ify da sirar fterí m tòrad hmñ come ura 
Mortiiale, m gare unprj(iant.issime" CS 2••• cL È iB ••••• 
:taro ľc«offivo!« Lc*|o <jwai<to lit 'ujott? •••••••• ů ••• 
(teì sau> partL'tinf> ooœ • •• wmpągriia dì çlaltrrjanÈ-bWflO'M- 
LRiM8e,? 

7 Neither the presence nor the absence of the label '©' should be regarded as affecting the legal status of any trade- 
mark or any company owner of a trademark included in the DFA word list. 
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Tr •, •&••, wiid ••• fo» ¡••• !mak, fucky stHk% e, #tI*jHtrg&w 
•persmt ••-rmmd ••••••^ att-mtmderJm^íímfhjmŘHif^íM- 
ímdes, muM-purp&se .••••, swing' nmn, uíiMfy ••••» uàiây 
pia:pitr d, byff&än, ťfow«, e&mie» fiml, ••••* j&mr* jvk*A 
••$••1•••, •••••$••, trkkfter, wg •- wiMmrdst'<ircti 
••• • •••-'b. mlpodifonma,f^mbmcrziamforti(}m,ia, cartet 
vimxaUr, •• •• •••• •, jbiwum, ••••#•? •&•••• á, 
aifegrtMte, baffime> btmniempam, burìone* -miiem, gm!to,re, 
imimeeMang., pagiîacem, tiptì amem •. ? 

Table 2. A DFA Sample Entry 

7 Conclusion 

The work concerning the compilation and updating of the DFA is constantly in progress 
since new false anglicisms are being found and methodological improvements for the re- 
trieval of new ones may be devised. In addition, stricter policies on the inclusion of entries 
may also be implemented, since some items in the word list have a very low overall frequen- 
cy in the corpora examined. 

It is hoped that the compilation of a dictionary of false anglicisms will make a significant 
contribution to the improvement in the use of English on the part of Italian speakers and 
learners. Although it accounts for a rather circumscribed area of the lexical contact between 
English and Italian, readers will hopefully be attracted by the complex phenomenon of false 
anglicisms which further confirms the influence of English on the Italian language and cul- 
ture. 
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